WE BELIEVE THAT ELECTRIC
TRANSPORT IS THE FUTURE.
FULL IN

180
SEC

OUR STRING CELLS
LOAD 300+ MI RANGE
IN UNDER 3 MINUTES.

www.tanktwo.com

WHY WE DO

String Cells

WHAT WE DO
At Tanktwo, we believe that electric
transport is the future. Initially driven by governments
emission regulations, consumer demand will grow
once the EVs will become both affordable AND provide hundreds of miles of range with one charge. With
current battery technology, the bigger the range, the
bigger the battery and the more expensive the car,
forcing the car manufacturers to compromise between
range and price when building an EV. The Tanktwo
String Battery can increase the capacity on demand in
less than3 minutes by temporarily adding cells, allowing the creation of EVs with hundreds of miles of range
AND affordable prices.”

The string cell is the core of the
Tanktwo system: 42mm long,
weighs 50g, and the capacity is
the same as a regular 18650 cell.
The cell is covered with electrical
contacts on the outside, and a
chip inside the cell can connect
power to each of those contacts.

String Tank
The tank is the container that
holds the string cells, and it can
be any size or shape. It has
electrical contacts on the walls,
and is also controlled by an
intelligent system.

String Battery
A String Battery consists of many
individual String Cells placed
inside a String Tank in random
order. Using robust and secure
IoT protocols, The String Cells
and the String Tank will self
discover and self organize to
form optimal cell connection
circuits (Strings) connected in
series for desired power output.

Cell Swap
Cell Swap is a method of securely
replacing String Cells from a String
Tank in less than 3 minutes.
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UBEREXTRASUPERFAST
CHARGING: CELL SWAP
If you forgot to plugin in the evening, live in a place
with no charging infrastructure or simply drive 24/7,
pull in a swap station. Less than three minutes after
showing up, you’re off the line, with 100% charge.
Pumping gas is the new slow.

Best-in-Class
Safety
In the event of a collision, when
there is a risk for overheating or any
other malfunction that could lead to
an electrical fire, the String Tank will
open and eject the Strings Cells out
of the car, preventing a chain reaction. Since the String Tank and String
Cells are intelligent, the system can
act before malfunctions get serious.

We Got You
Covered
ALWAYS THE
BEST TECH
Battery cells and improving every single year. In a
traditional battery pack, the only way to upgrade is
to replace the whole pack. With the String Battery,
upgrades can be incremental with newer
generation String Cells
working side by side
with an older ones.

After years of usage, some cells will
degrade significantly. With traditional batteries, the only practical way
to restore capacity is to replace the
whole pack. With the String Battery
you simply replace the degraded
cells. As prices for cells are coming
down year after year, you replace
only what fails at lower and lower
prices.
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LOW PRICE AND
300 MILES RANGE
95% OF DAILY TRIPS ARE LESS THAN 50 MILES.
With a Tanktwo String Battery you can increase
the capacity only when needed by temporarily
adding cells, allowing the creation of electric
vehicles with affordable prices AND hundreds
of miles of range.

LOW

PRICE
LONG
RANGE
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